CSS
COMPUTER OPERATED
SPIDA SAW
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OPERATING PROCEDURES
Left hand bench.
This Manual is written for a touch screen or a keyboard operation.
Turn on computer at the main switch. Windows95 Begins. The screen will display network
password, press the ESC key or the cancel icon. The program will load. Once it has loaded
the screen will display, Is it OK to home.

SCREEN NO 1
Make sure all lumber on the bench is out of the
way of the pusher. Press the Enter key for OK
to home the Trolley and Saw.

SCREEN N0 2
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DESCRIPTION OF ICONS

JOBS

If using a touch screen press this icon to select a job. Touch the required job
number. Then Press the Open icon
If using a keyboard press the F9 key on the keyboard to select a job.
Press the tab key on the keyboard 6 times. This will make the cursor scroll
around to the job numbers. Then arrow key across to the job you want.
Then Press the Enter key

ess the

.

MODE
If using a touch screen press this icon to change from 180 to 90.
If using a keyboard press the ctrl key plus the F1 key at the same time on the
keyboard. When in 180 mode the operator is not required to flip the member
over.

This mode will let the saw rotate from 10 deg to 90 deg. If this mode is on 90
the operator may be required to flip the member over. So the angle can be cut
on the right side of the board.
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AUTO, SEMI & MANUAL.

AUTO F1
If using a touch screen press this icon. This will display the cutting information
from a selected job file. Will be displayed on the screen.
If using a keyboard press the F1 key. This will display the cutting information
from a selected job file. Will be displayed on the screen.

SEMI F2
If using a touch screen press this icon for manual input. Up to 6 angles, 4 offset.
If using a keyboard press the F2 key on the keyboard for manual input. Up to 6
angles , 4 offset.

MANUAL F3.

If using a touch screen press this icon for manual input. One angle, one
length. Press the angle or length box to type in angle and length. Use
numbers on touch screen.

If using a keyboard press the F3 key on the keyboard for manual input. One angle, one
length. Use the tab key to switch between angle and length. Use the keyboard numbers
to type in angle or length

NEXT MOVE: AUTO, MANUAL & JOG
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AUTO MODE
If using a touch screen press this icon for Automatic. The saw will
automatically rotate after a cut. If the operator finds that the saw has rotated
to quickly after a cut. The operator can change the speed in the setting.
{SETTING, ADVANCED, MOVEMENT DELAY.}
If using a keyboard press the F4 key on the keyboard for Automatic. The saw
will automatically rotate after a cut. If the operator finds that the saw has
rotated to quickly after a cut. The operator can change the speed in the
setting.{SETTING, ADVANCED, MOVEMENT DELAY.}

MANUAL
This mode is useful if the operator doesn't want the saw to move after a cut.
Once the cut has been done, the operator can repeat the cut again. The
Operator can press the GO icon on the screen for the next setup.
If using a touch screen press this icon.

If using a keyboard press the F4 key on the keyboard for manual.

JOG MODE.
If using a touch screen. To jog the rotation and liner. Press this icon. Then
press the arrow key up or down to jog the rotation. Press the left or right
arrow to jog the pusher.

If using a keyboard press the F3 key on the keyboard for manual. Then press
the arrow key up or down to jog the rotation. Press the left or right arrow key
to jog the pusher.
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ARROW, GO & STOP ICONS

Arrow.

If using a touch screen press this icon. When in auto mode you can use the arrow key
to scroll up or down to select a member. When you have selected a member. Press
the GO icon for setup. Press the stop icon to cancel setup.

If using a keyboard press the arrow keys to scroll up or down to select a member.
When you have selected a member. Press the enter key for setup. Press the Esc key to
cancel setup.

GO

If using a touch screen press this icon, for pusher and saw rotation setup.

If using a keyboard press the enter key, for pusher and
saw rotation setup.

STOP.
If using a touch screen press this icon, for liner and saw rotation to stop.

If using a keyboard press the Escape key, for pusher
and saw rotation to stop.

WHAT MODE OR MEMBER TO USE.
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VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL FLIP

VERTICAL FLIP
If using a touch screen you can press this menu
Member. Vertical flip. When you press the keys Ctrl
and F7 at the same time. The member you have selected
on the screen will flip over.

Normal

HORIZONTAL FLIP
If using a touch screen you can press this menu
Member. Horizontal flip. When you press the key F7
the member you have selected on the screen will flip
horizontal.

Normal
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HOW TO USE AUTO MODE

BOTTOM CHORDS
Press Press the Ctrl key, and the
then F1 key at the same time.
On the key board
How to cut in auto F1 & F4 Automatic
Position the green cursor on the member you want to cut by using the arrow keys. Press the
enter key or the Go icon when ready. The saw will move around to A 1. Place the lumber on
the bench
the opposite side to the pusher. The first cut will look like this.
Push the lumber into the stopper.
And then cut the other angle number 2.

TOP CHORDS
Position the green cursor on the member you want to cut by using the arrow keys. Press the
enter key
when ready. The saw will move around to saw Number 1. Place the lumber on the right hand
side off the saw. The first cut will look like this
Then slide the piece of lumber through to
the pusher. Then do the second cut.
Stopper
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HOW TO USE AUTO MODE
2 CUT MEMBERS
Place a piece of lumber on the bench and make the first cut. Then slide the piece of lumber through
to the pusher and then make the second cut.

You can roll the lumber
over and run it in to the
pusher again.

STOPPER

3 CUT MEMBERS
Position the cursor on the member you want to cut and press the enter key or the GO icon.
Place the lumber on the bench at the opposite end to the pusher.
Make the first cut.
When you have pushed the saw back it will rotate
around to the next angle. . DO NOT TURN LUMBER OVER.
Slide the lumber though to the pusher and make the second cut.
When you have pushed the saw back it will rotate
Stopper
around to the next angle and pusher will set up to the
right length. Roll the lumber over push it into the pusher
and make the third cut.
Then start the procedure again.

4 CUT MEMBERS
Press Press the Ctrl key plus F1 key at the same time.
Position the cursor on the member you want to cut and press the enter key. Place the lumber on
the bench the opposite end to the pusher. Make the first cut.
When you have pushed the saw back it will rotate
around to the next angle. Roll the lumber over to make the second cut.
You will have to line the lumber up with the saw blade
to place the cut in the center of the member.
Slide the lumber though to the pusher and make the third cut.
When you have pushed the saw back it will rotate
Stopper
around to the next angle and pusher will set up to the right length.
Roll the lumber over, push the lumber into the
Pusher and make the fourth cut.
Stopper

Then start the procedure again.
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HOW TO USE SEMI MODE
4 CUT WEBS

Use these keys to type in length and angle.

These angles may be found on a manual print out sheet.
If using a keyboard
Press F2 for semi. Type in the fence line length in the length box {06-09-04}.
Arrow key across to A 11 and type in desired angles {20.1}
Then arrow key across to A 12 box type in {79.4}
Then arrow key across to A 13 box type in 0.
Then arrow key across to A 21 box type in {79.4}
Then arrow key across to A 22 box type in {37.2}
Then arrow key across to X11 and type in the centre line. Type in {1-12},
Then arrow key across to X13 box type in {0}
Then arrow key across to X 21 type in {1-12}.
Then arrow key across to X23 type in {0}
Arrow key across to size and type in 4. Which means 2 x 4. You do not have to type in the 2.
Because it is the thickness of the board.
Arrow key across to A 11.
Press the enter key when ready and the saw will set up on A11

Centre line length.
Fence line length
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HOW TO USE SEMI MODE.
4 CUT WEBS
If using a touch screen press this icon.
Touch the length box type in{06-09-04}.
Touch {A 11} and type in desired angles {20.1}
Touch the A 12 box type in {79.4}.
Touch the A 13 box type in { 0}.
Touch the A 21 box type in {79.4}
Touch the A 22 box type in {37.2}.
Touch the X1 and box type in the center line. Type in {1-12}.
Touch the X 13 box type in 0.
Touch the X 21 box type in {1-12}.
Touch the size box and type in 4. Which means 2 x 4. You do not have to type in the 2.
Because it is the thickness of the board
Touch the A 11. Box.
Touch the GO icon when ready and the saw will set up on A 11.
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HOW TO USE SEMI MODE.
3 CUT MEMBER

If using a touch screen press this icon.
Press the length box type in{06-09-04}.
Press A 11 box and type in desired angles {90}
Then press the A 12 box type in {0}.
Then press the A 13 box type in {0}.
Then press the A 21 box type in {63.4}
Then press the A 22 box type in {63.4}.
Then press the X11 box type { 0 }.
Then press the X13 box. Type in {0},
Then press the X 21 box type in { 1-12 }.
Then press the X 23 box type in {0}.
Press the size box and type in 4. Which means 2 x 4. You do not have to type in the 2. Because
it is the thickness of the board
Press the A 11. Box.
Press the GO icon when ready and the saw will set up on A 11.

If using a keyboard
Press F2 for semi. Type in the fence line length in the length box. {06-09-04}.
Arrow key across to A 11 and type in desired angles {90}
Then arrow key across to A 12 type in{0}
Then arrow key across to A 13 type in {0}}
Then arrow key across to A 21 type in {63.4}
Then arrow key across to A 22 type in {63.4}
Then arrow key across to A 23 type in {0}}
Then arrow key across to X 11 type in 0.
Then arrow key across to X 13 type in 0.
Then arrow key across to X 21 type in {1-12}.
Then arrow key across to X 23 type in 0.
Then arrow key across to Size and type in 4. Which means 2 x 4. You do not have to type in
the 2. Because it is the thickness of the board
Then arrow key across to A 11. Press the enter key when ready and the saw will set up on A
11.
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HOW TO USE SEMI MODE
2 CUT MEMBER

If using a touch screen press this icon.
Press the length box type in{10-0-0}.
Then Press the A 11 box and type in desired angles {22.6}
Then press the A 12 box type in { 0 }.
Then Press the A 13 box type in { 0 }.
Then Press the A 21 box type in { 22.6 }
Then Press the A 22 box type in { 0 }.
Then Press the A 23 box type in { 0 }.
Then press the X11 box type in { 0 }.
Then Press the X13 box. type in { 0 },
Then press the X 21 box type in { 0 }.
Then press the X 23 box type in {0}.
Youdon’
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Press the A 11. Box.
Press the GO icon when ready and the saw will set up on A 11.

If using a keyboard
Press F2 for semi. Type in the fence line length in the length box. {10-0-0}.
Then arrow key across to A 11 and type in desired angles 22.6
Then arrow key across to A 12 type in 0
Then arrow key across to A 13 type in 0
Then arrow key across to A 21 type in 22.6
Then arrow key across to A 22 type in 0
Then arrow key across to A 23 type in 0
Then arrow key across to X 11 type in 0.
Then arrow key across to X 13 type in 0.
Then arrow key across to X 21 type in 0
Then arrow key across to X 23 type in 0..
Youdon’
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Press the A 11. Box.
Press the enter key when ready and the saw will set up on A 11
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HOW TO USE SEMI MODE
2 CUT MEMBER

If using a touch screen press this icon.
Touch the length box type in{10-0-0}.
Touch the A 11 box and type in desired angles { 50 }
Touch the A 12 box type in { 0 }.
Touch the A 13 box type in { 0 }.
Touch the A 21 box type in { 0 }
Touch the A 22 box type in { 30 }
Touch the A 23 box type in { 0 }
Touch the X11 box type in { 0 }
Touch the X13 box type in { 0 }
Touch the X 21 box type in { 0 }
Touch the X 23 box type in { 0 }.
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Touch the A 11. Box.
Touch the GO icon when ready and the saw will set up on A 11.

If using a keyboard
Press F2 for semi. Type in the fence line length in the length box. {10-0-0}.
Then arrow key across to A 11 and type in desired angles 22.6
Then arrow key across to A 12 type in 0
Then arrow key across to A 13 type in 0
Then arrow key across to A 21 type in 22.6
Then arrow key across to A 22 type in 0
Then arrow key across to A 23 type in 0
Then arrow key across to X 11 type in 0
Then arrow key across to X 13 type in 0
Then arrow key across to X 21 type in 0
Then arrow key across to X 23 type in 0
Youdon’
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Press the A 11. Box.
Press the enter key when ready and the saw will set up on A 11
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HOW TO USE SEMI MODE
5 CUT MEMBER

If using a touch screen press this icon.
Touch the length box. Type in length {12-08-10}.
Touch the A 11 box and type in desired angles {9.5}.
Touch the A 12 box. Type in {80.5}.
Touch the A 13 box. Type in {0.}
Touch the A 21 box. Type in{13.2 }.
Touch the A 22 box. Type in {9.5}.
Touch the A 23 box. Type in {80.5}.
Type in the centre line. In X 11. Type in{03-03}.
Touch the X 13. Box. Type in {0}.
Touch the X 21. Box. Type in {00-15}.
Touch the X 23. Type in {02-10}.
Touch the size box. Type in {4.} Which means 2 x 4.
You do not have to type in the 2. Because it is the thickness of the board.
Touch the A 11. Box Press the GO icon when ready and the saw will setup on A 11.

If using a keyboard
Press F2 for semi. Type in the fence line length in the length box {12-08-10}.
Then arrow key across to A 11 and type in desired angles {9.5}.
Then arrow key across to A 12 box type in {80.5}.
Then arrow key across to A 13 box type in {0.}
Then arrow key across to A 21 box type in{13.2 }.
Then arrow key across to A 22 box and type in {9.5}.
Then arrow key across to A 23 box and type in {80.5}.
Type in the centre line. In X 11. Type in 03-03.
Arrow key across to X 13. Type in {0}.
Arrow key across to X 21. Type in {00-15}.
Arrow key across to X 23. Type in {02-10}.
Arrow key across to size. Type in 4. Which means 2 x 4.
You do not have to type in the 2, because it is the thickness of the board.
Arrow key across to A 11. Press the enter key when ready and the saw will set up on A 11
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TAG OR UN TAG
TAG MEANS YOU HAVE CUT THE MEMBER
It will automatically tag the line you are on when you pull the saw out. The line will turn blue.
Or if you press the F12 key it will all so tag the line. If you press the F12 key on a tagged line it
will UN TAG. The green line represents the line you are currently on.

SHORT CUT KEYS
F1

AUTO

F2

SEMI

F3

MANUAL

F4

AUTO/MANUAL

F5

POWER AMP OFF/ON

Ctrl + F1

90
/180

F7

HORIZONTAL FLIP

Ctrl F7

VERTICAL FLIP

F8

LOADS JOB FROM A: DRIVE

F9

OPENS JOB FOLDER

F11

LOAD CALCULATOR

Alt + F4

CLEAR CALCULATOR

F12

TAG & UNTAG MEMBERS
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MODE

NEXT MOVE

NO FLIP TIMBER

CALIBRATION OR SETTINGS OF SAW

These are the limits that
the saw will
rotate left or right

If the pusher length is out over
0mm to 20-0-0 ft. Adjust the Gear
Ratio
Adjust the number to make the
pusher travel faster or slower

If the angle is wrong,
over 10 to 90 degrees
adjust the pulses per
degree.

Adjust this figure To
make the saw rotate
faster

Default setting for non-timber flip.

Width of pusher. So
the saw will not cut
through it.
The file Job extension

Imperial measurement for USA.
Metric measurement for AUS, NZ
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PUSHER GEAR RATIO
When adjusting the gear ratio set the saw at 90 degrees
Set pusher at 0. Place a mark on the bench at 0.
Send the pusher out to 20ft. Measure from the mark to the pusher
If it measures 20-0-02. Adjust the gear ratio in the setting.
Try 10.626. Press OK send the pusher to 0. Then back to 20-0-0 ft.
Higher the number the shorter the trolley ends up.
When Completed Re-home the pusher and check the home
position of pusher.

PUSHER HOME POSITION
Home the pusher
Leave pusher at home position. Set angle at 90 degrees.
Measure the Distance from the pusher to the saw blade.
If the distance measure is different to the number displayed
in the cell, change this setting

ROTATION PULSES PER DEGREE
When adjusting the pulses per degree. Press F3 for manual.
Type in 90 degrees. Look down at the protractor. If it reads
89.5. Type in 10 degrees. If it reads 10.5 degrees. Go to the options
Menu then go to settings. Password is Spida. Tab to the pulses per degree
Change this figure up by 10. Say 1229.5
When completed Re home the Spida and check the home position

SPIDA HOME POSITION
Whe
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91.5 degrees by the protractor adjust the figure by 1.5 degrees. {Say 73.4.}
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protractor

ADVANCED SETTINGS

How much pressure can be
applied to the pusher and the
rotation before errors occur

Job extension. Job file will
always start on

To be able to work from the
network drive

Place a tick in the box and the operator can switch between the setting screen and the
cutting screen with out typing in the password. By pressing Ctrl +F9 key.

Place a tick in the box. This will make the saw rotate and the pusher move by itself.
USE FOR TESTING SAW WHEN SETTING UP.

Place a tick in the box. To enable touch screen. Remove tick if using a key board.

Place a tick in the box and the saw will setup to cut miters on bottom chords. If the
mitres are in the job file. Remove the tick and the program will ignore the mitres

The time taken before the saw rotate and pusher to move after the saw head has been
pushed back.
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CALIBRATION SETTINGS
STILL IN TESTING STAGE

TO SHUT DOWN THE COMPUTER
Press the Alt key on your keyboard.
Then press the enter key.
Arrow key down to exit. And then press the enter key.
YOU SHOULD BE IN WINDOWS SCREEN NOW. PRESS {ALT AND F4} KEYS AT THE SAME TIME.
THEN {ENTER} TO SHUT DOWN COMPUTER
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ORIGINAL SETTINGS
When your saw has been installed and calibrated properly could the operator please fill out this
sheet. For future references. Go to setting and Write down all the settings. Go to advanced and
Write down all the settings.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

That if access to the plant requiring guarding is not necessary during operation,
maintenance or cleaning of the plant, the guarding is permanently fixed.

2.

If access of the plant is necessary during operation, maintenance or cleaning of the
plant, the guarding is an interlocked physical barrier.

3.

If either of the above is impracticable, a presence-sensing system is to be implemented.

4.

That an extraction system be used at all times when the Spida Saw is in use. A flexible
hose can be attached to the outlet of the Saw behind the blade.

5.

As the Angulation table is not used whilst the Spida Saw is being operated by the
computer, and is a pinch point, it is to be enclosed by a guard using one of the 3 methods
mentioned above.

6.

A telescopic cover to be added to the sawdust reflector at the back of the Saw blade to
prevent off cuts ejecting. This would be manufactured and fitted with the advice of an
Engineer.

7.

That the Saw Blade be sharpened every 80 hours to ensure the efficiency of the entire
system.

8.

That signage be attached to the machine denoting that the saw takes 2 minutes to
completely stop.

9.

That a Lock Out/ Tag out System be integral in the use of the Spida Saw.

10.

That the operator be trained prior to use of the Spida Saw by an experienced person.
That 3 months of intensive supervision be allowed prior to the use of the Spida Saw.

11.

That Safe Systems of Work are written documents presented to and available to each
employee, at induction and available at the workstation.

12.

That a Manual Handling Training program be incorporated into the induction program
for each employee. That all operators are aware of how to effectively use a back brace.

13.

That if the Spida Saw is not working as efficiently as it could, that the operator discuss
this with their Supervisor who in turn reports the concern to the Manufacturer. Guards and
other safety devices are NOT to be removed, as this is an offence against Section 25 of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1985.

14.

That all operators at induction are "walked" through the Manufacturers handbook, and
all potential hazards are well known to the operators. The records pertaining to induction be
kept for life.

15.

That Emergency Procedures, should a malfunction occur, be made available to each
employee at induction.
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16.

That a qualified Electrician performs an annual check of the electrical wiring. The
records pertaining to this check are to be signed by the Electrician, dated, and kept for 7 years.

17.

That a Maintenance program, incorporating checking of all moving parts, be put in
place, with the records pertaining to this check signed by a qualified person, dated and kept for
7 years.

18.

That good housekeeping is maintained at all times to avoid the risk of trips and spills.

19.

The operator must wear Local Safety Standard hearing protection at all times of
operating the Spida Saw. An Australian Standard sign to denote this is required.

20.

That Local Safety Standard eye protection be worn at all times whilst operating the
Spida Saw, as wood splinters could cause eye injuries. A Local Safety Standard sign to denote
this is required.

21.

The potential for a Pedestrian to be injured is possible, although highly unlikely. It is
therefore recommended that a yellow line be painted on the ground, on a 1metre perimeter
surrounding the working area of the Spida Saw, to ensure this does not occur.

22.

A Circuit Breaker/Safety switch is recommended whenever the Spida Saw is in use.

23.

An Instruction Manual should reflect the above recommendations

24.

That this report be maintained as per the Plant Regulations for 10 years.

CONCLUSION
A Risk Assessment of the Computer Operated Spida Saw has been completed.

.
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SPIDA SAW - SAFETY & TRAINING
Date:
Site:

SAFETY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Do not operate machine with guards removed.
Warranty is void upon removal of Guards.
If Guards are removed, Spida and its Agents will not be held legally responsible for any damages.
Allow four (4) minutes for blade to run down before removing guards.
Only one operator to use machine at any time.
Keep hands clear of any clamps.
Keep surrounds of machine tidy and clean at all times.
Do not stick hands inside machine until saw runs down and power is turned off.
As per risk assessment supplied with machine.
TRAINING
As per training on site and per operation manual.
The training of new employees is the responsibility of purchaser.

____________________
Name of Trainee

______________________
Signature of Trainee

_____________________
Date

____________________
Name of Owner

______________________
Signature of Owner

_____________________
Date
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SPIDA SAW - SAFETY & TRAINING
Date:
Site:

SAFETY
10. Do not operate machine with guards removed.
11. Warranty is void upon removal of Guards.
12. If Guards are removed, Spida and its Agents will not be held legally responsible for any damages.
13. Allow four (4) minutes for blade to run down before removing guards.
14. Only one operator to use machine at any time.
15. Keep hands clear of any clamps.
16. Keep surrounds of machine tidy and clean at all times.
17. Do not stick hands inside machine until saw runs down and power is turned off.
18. As per risk assessment supplied with machine.
TRAINING
As per training on site and per operation manual.
The training of new employees is the responsibility of purchaser.

____________________
Name of Trainee

______________________
Signature of Trainee

_____________________
Date

____________________
Name of Owner

______________________
Signature of Owner

_____________________
Date
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TEST SPIDA SAW
{1} Start saw. Let the saw run for one hour.
{2} Test saw is rotating properly.
{3} Test the timber pusher is moving the right length.
{4} Test saw is rotating to 15 degrees and 160 degrees properly.
{5} Test the saw and pusher is homing in the same position all the time.
{6} Test jobs are loading from A: drive to C: drive.
{7} Test the network is working.

SIGNATURE
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